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What FB means?	

Facebook  is one of the top social networking site where billions of billion users in the world login by
creating a profile to chat, share, like and update the ideas and thoughts to they beloved one among
they own friend list, which is totally a private and secured one among your friends.

What FB contains? 	

Facebook as its own style of page presenting with all the attributes that a social networking site
should have as per users usability. Each user as they own profile and home page. It can contain
photos, likes, pages liked, ads and applications which brings more users to visit.

The major part is ruined by applications and advertisement in fb. In applications, games play major
role among which Zynga, a social network game which brings more than 200 million active users
monthly and 12% facebookâ€™s is revenue by them. In Zynga games, â€˜City Villeâ€™ game alone brings 54
million users monthly. And advertiser occupies 50% of it.

History:

The latest and everybodyâ€™s favorite social networking service in world is Facebook. Itâ€™s privately
owned by Facebook Inc. and was founded by Mark Zuckerberg, the founder and CEO along with its
three room mates named Eduardo Saverin, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes who are now co-
founders launched Facebook on Feb 4 2004 in Harvard dormitory room in Cambridge, U.S. And
later in June 2004 to promote the site they shifted to Stanford Research Park, Palo Alto, California
and expanded they operation.

Growth and Development:

In 2005 they purchased the domain name facebook.com for $200,000. As the domain grew with
more visitors and users they investment too grew, so they acquired for a domain name fb.com and
they had a domain sales income for nearly $8.5 million and was ranked among the ten in the
domain sales history.

After which Facebook has become the best social networking site in the world of nearly 687 billion
active users till today and among them half of the users are from Asia. They have nearly 3000+
employees in the world and located nearly in 30 cities in the world and mainly head quartered in
Menlo Park, California which was shifted early in 2011.

In Asia, Facebook was first founded in India, Hyderabad. It is one of the fourth Facebook offices in
the world. In that, half of the total users are from India of about 46 million users among the Asia.
India, being the most populated country in the world, so it has more users to use and is been ranked
the 3rd largest users to use facebook in the world.

Behind Facebook:

The programming language scripted behind facebook was PHP. PHP was first introduced and used
by facebook and is relatively slow, so facebook introduced and developed â€˜Hip hop for PHPâ€™ which
transforms php source code into highly optimized C++. And it was released as open source in early
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2010 and is complied as g++ to build binary files.

It had 10,000 servers in the year 2008 and in that 1800 where MySQL servers. And later it was
expanded to 30,000 servers in the year 2009. Each year $20 to $25 million is been spent on data
centre alone for monitoring the database.

Latest FB:

FB has recently introduced timeline for individual users which times up and schedule your profile as
per dates and year. But from 1st of March 2012, it has been designed for business pages too,
where fb as guaranteed that they would receive 75% of your fans each month.

FB Mobile:

	

The latest and utmost trend is the use mobile web where people cannot carry they PC or laptop
where ever they go with an internet connection. So, mobile web is one of the best solution where
facebook as nearly 425 million mobile users to stay connected always with they loved one. And
facebook has got to trend and working on the mobile web apps since October to give a better output.
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